
 

The investment objective of the Barometer Tactical Income Pool (Tactical Income Pool) is to achieve long-
term capital appreciation and to minimize risk by diversifying product type and purchasing income 
investments that exhibit the best risk reward. 

The Tactical Income Pool offers class A, class F and class O units to potential investors. The Tactical Income 
Pool currently qualifies as a mutual fund trust for purposes of the Income Tax Act (Canada) such that units of 
the Tactical Income Pool are qualified investments for registered plans. 

The Tactical Income Pool is a diversified core portfolio holding up to approximately 60 securities.  The 
portfolio of the Tactical Income Pool may include, preferred shares, treasury bills, provincial and federal 
bonds, foreign bonds, corporate and convertible bonds, dividend paying common stocks (stapled units), 
income trusts (including real estate income trusts (REITS)). The goal is to minimize risk by diversifying 
security holdings and purchasing income investments that exhibit the best risk reward. 

Barometer’s Disciplined Leadership Approach™ is an active, style agnostic process focused on identifying 
the key underlying trends at play in the marketplace and concentrating portfolio investments in those areas as 
long as trends remain intact. This approach also places particular emphasis on protection of capital. By 
consistently applying a disciplined selling strategy and making tactical use of cash, it attempts to protect 
portfolios against prolonged periods of market weakness. 

Top-down market and sector risk assessment models are used to set the Tactical Income Pool’s tactical 
portfolio asset allocation strategy.  By combining these approaches, both quantitative and fundamental 
security selection analysis, the Tactical Income Pool attempts to achieve consistent, sustainable and growing 
cash distributions complemented by growth of capital. 

The majority of research is conducted internally.  A prominent quantitative database and proprietary ranking 
system is used along with a due diligence process that includes an assessment of credit worthiness, 
sustainability of cash distributions, probability of increased distributions, incentive structure for management, 
demand for continued capital investment, economic sensitivity, competitive threats and relative yields versus 
the market and sector. 



 
Barometer’s Disciplined Leadership ApproachTM is used to manage the investment portfolio of the Tactical 
Income Pool.  In addition, the following investment strategies are used to achieve the Tactical Income Pool’s 
investment objective: 

 Primarily invest the Tactical Income Pool’s assets in income producing securities with a history of steady 
interest or distribution payouts; 

 Analyze economic factors and interest rates to determine which sectors are favourable for investing.  
Within each sector, assess the risk-reward of each security, weighing the yield against capital risk, 
volatility, and the diversification needs of the Tactical Income Pool’s investment portfolio; 

 May invest the Tactical Income Pool’s assets in money market instruments, government or corporate 
bonds, convertibles, income trusts and mortgage securities; 

 May invest in fixed income securities that are unrated or have a credit rating below investment grade that 
are deemed appropriate with regards to yield and/or credit; 

 May actively turn over the Tactical Income Pool’s investment portfolio, resulting in greater potential 
capital gains distributions to unitholders; 

 May use derivatives for hedging and non-hedging purposes;   

 May use options to generate income or to hedge against losses caused by changes in stock prices or 
currency exchange rates; and, 

 May engage in securities lending transactions to seek enhanced returns, but will only do so if there are 
suitable counterparties available and the transactions are considered appropriate. 

An investment in units of the Tactical Income Pool may expose an investor to interest rate risk, equity risk, 

income trust risk, liquidity risk, currency risk, regulatory risk, foreign investment risk, derivatives risk, multi-

class risk and repurchase/reverse repurchase/securities lending risk.   

The Tactical Income Pool may be appropriate for investors who are growth-oriented and are seeking a 
disciplined approach to investing in income and dividend producing Canadian securities, who have a long-
term investment horizon (i.e., in excess of five (5) years), but a need for regular monthly distributions, and 
who have a medium risk tolerance. 

For complete details of the Pool and the associated risks, please refer to the Barometer Private Pools 

Offering Memorandum. 
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